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Developing leaders in Geospatial Communities: 
Challenges and Opportunities 



What are some of the answers you have 

heard about why there is a low number of 

women  doing mapping ?



OVER 10 MILLION REGISTERED USERS in OSM (2023)

ONLY 3%- 5%  ARE WOMEN

LOTS OF DATA

NOT SO MUCH DIVERSITY 

WORLD'S BIGGEST OPEN GEOGRAPHIC COLLABORATIVE DATABASE

BUDHATOKI ET AL 2010 | STARK 2011 | LECHNER 2011

Webinar:Critical Cartography: The subjectivity, politics 

and power of spatial data. Dr Erica Nelson











GEOCHICAS TAKE [ name of the city ]... A welcoming space before the events 



Challenges

Community participation can be like a electrocardiogram



Challenges

- Time limitations

- Personal and Work responsibilities

- Covid 

- In person vs virtual gatherings

- Lack of commitment

- Demotivation when confronted with negative comments from 

the broader communities

- And more…



Opportunities and recognition of the 

community efforts



Opportunities and recognition of the 

community efforts



Opportunities

- Safe spaces

- Sense of belonging

- Mentorship from people with different experiences and 

backgrounds

- No geographical distances

- Individual and Community recognition

- From never speaking in public to speaking in global 

conferences

- Knowledge sharing and Training for new skills



Opportunities

- Keep experimenting !!!



What are you doing to support the development of more 

leaders in the Geospatial world?

Miriam González 
@mapanauta

www.geochicas.org

@Geochicas@fosstodon

@GeochicasOSM

¡Gracias!

Thank you!
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